
Year 1 – Week 2 – 30.3.20 

Wednesday  

Phonics: Please recap the following sounds: 
 e-e – say ‘go Pete and Steve’  
       ask your child to read     
        and spell these words:  
       Pete, Steve, these, theme,  
        complete. 
        Can they make up 2 alien  
        words e.g.  
        flebe, kete 
i-e – say ‘nice smile’ 
      ask your child to read  
       and spell these words:  
       shine, white, fine, hide, smile,  
        nice, wide, like, mine, time 
        Can they make up 2 alien        
        words e.g.    
        drime, splibe    
                

                                                                        

English:  

Warm up – Add the suffixes –ed, -er, -ing, to these words help, quick. 
 
Can you think of a sentence for each one? Say each one out loud to someone 
at home. 
  
Activity: Write a diary about your day. Think about what you did and how 
you felt today. Include lots of adjectives (describing words) as you did 
yesterday and include the conjunction ‘and’ in your sentences today. 
For example: 

I went in the garden and it was sunny. 
I read my book today and it was funny. 

 
Challenge: Can you include any words that end in –ed, -er or –ing? 

I was a good helper today and I played with my brother. 

 



Maths: Following on from yesterday, we are going to be measuring small 
objects today. You will need a ruler for today’s learning. If you don’t have a 
ruler at home, visit this website: https://www.piliapp.com/actual-size/cm-ruler/ 
and an actual size ruler will appear on your computer screen!  

Talk to your child about the ruler and ensure they know that rulers can 
measure in centimetres – written as cm. Show them how to measure an object 
accurately starting at 0 and reading the number closest to the end of the 
object.  

Activity: Draw the following table into your home learning books: 

Object My estimate Actual length (cm) 
pencil 16cm 19cm 

   
 

Choose some objects (you can choose how many) and write them in to the first 
column. Adults – please encourage your child to choose objects smaller than a 
ruler.  

Then have a sensible guess for each of one’s length and fill in the middle 
column (don’t forget to write cm).  

Finally, measure each object using your ruler and fill in the final column (don’t 
forget to write cm). 

Challenge: Can your child tell you how the difference between their guess and 
the actual length? i.e. My estimate was 4cm but it was actually 6cm. The 
difference was 2cm! 
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